
Saturday evening in the lounge at Heathrow waiting for the flight to Cape Town.  That’s two updates in a 

row written in airline lounges...tells its own story.  Happy to be flying back on SAA.  Went to the US on 

United who don’t provide you with a free drink on-board and $6 is a bit too rich for me for a glass of wine.  

Also the Red Carpet Lounges are not up to international standards.  I only flew with them to get the Star 

Alliance points. 

 

This week I managed to sell my house in France via a quick trip to Paris on Monday.  The French legal 

system works its own way but it “only” took 2 hours to sort out the paperwork.  Drove to Lille with the 

Memsahib to celebrate our 34th wedding anniversary.  We’re not really that old...we just started young.  

Lille is OK for just one night...no longer (read the sales tip!).  Wednesday morning Sue went back to 

London on Eurostar and I drove to Rotterdam where I ran a negotiation course Thursday and Friday.  

Friday evening drove back to Calais, took the tunnel back to London and here I am now. 

 

I’m looking forward to a quieter few days in Cape Town.  This has been the most hectic 3 weeks but 

there have been a lot of ticks in the box...good jobs completed. 

 

Next week I’ll be capitalizing on the ideas from the SDI conference and working on my new negotiation 

coaching product...and playing a little bit of poker. 

 

Enjoy your week with three tips as usual... 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

November 1st 2009 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

This could be almost an empty box this week. 

Finished Blink by Malcolm Gladwell...nice book...I’ll try the latest one next. 

Not much else to report on the products/book/internet front...far too busy to do anything except keep my 

head down and get jobs done. 

(10-26) 18:24 PDT OSLO, (AP) -- 

A man has been arrested in Norway trying to smuggle two dozen snakes and geckos into the country by 

hiding them under his clothes. Customs agent Helge Breilid said Monday the 22-year-old Norwegian 

citizen was apprehended in the southern town of Kristiansand after getting off a ferry from Hirtshals, 

Denmark. He said the man had 14 royal pythons and 10 albino leopard geckos under his clothes. 

Breilid said the non-venomous snakes — the smallest species in the python family — were hidden in 

stockings duct-taped to the man's abdomen. The geckos were in boxes taped to his thighs. 

Customs officials found the reptiles, which are not endangered, Sunday during a search following 

the discovery of a tarantula in one of the man's bags. 
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Kids 
 

When I was in Rotterdam this week I met my business partner and his family.  I haven’t met his 
kids for quite some time.  Sebastian is now 4 and Thomas (and of course I’ve got a soft spot for 
him!) is a terrible 2. 
 
Eating and playing with them it was easy to spot their SDI Value Systems.  Sebastian is the 
directive one...which could also be a function of being the elder brother...but watching him play 
you could see he was proud of creating a long train from Lego.  He relished the challenge and 
that’s pretty Red even when you’re only 4. 
 
Thomas is the social one.  He joined in the games when everyone else was playing and he was 
the more sensitive one when it came to building a relationship with a person...i.e. Me...who he’d 
never met before and didn’t even speak his language. 
 
So we have a Reddish Sebastian...and a Blueish Hub in Thomas.  I’d like more evidence to be 
completely sure but it’s fascinating watching it develop in youngsters. 
 
SDI certainly seems to get it right even at this very early stage. 
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Moules Frites in Lille 
 
So I’m sitting in a bar in Lille thinking that after we’d had a beer we might look at the food menu 
and enjoy some moules frites on our anniversary. 
 
The waiter gave us the bill for the drinks and explained in very abrupt language that we should 
pay and leave because they were laying up for dinner.  So...we did exactly that...we left and 
walked round the square to a proper restaurant where we had the mussels that we would have 
had in the first place. 
 
I can only assume that the first bar had plenty of business...because it never dawned on the 
waiter to ask if we were staying for dinner and to ask if we wanted to see the food menu.  The 
second restaurant was heaving...maybe with people who might have eaten at the first place if 
they’d been a bit more reasonable. 
 
Customers have feelings and it costs absolutely nothing to be nice to them and try to cultivate 
their support.  We live in a competitive environment and customers like me have plenty of choice. 
 
Just ask yourself if your front line staff are attracting customers or driving them away...and don’t 
spend more than one night in Lille...unless you have to. 
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Total cost...lifetime value 
 

One thing that came up this week in a class was the understanding the Acquisition Cost of a 
product compared with its Total Lifetime Cost. 
 
Let’s take a car as an example.  When you visit a dealer you have plenty to discuss concerning 
the purchase.  There are always a long list of variables to trade and the price is a key issue. 
 
The irony of this is that the two major elements of owning a car are depreciation and fuel and 
although they’ll represent the largest part of your expenditure neither of them can be readily 
negotiated with the dealer. 
 
Total Cost of Ownership gets you into the dealer’s showroom because you’ve done your 
homework.  Cost of Acquisition is the agenda for the negotiation that you’ll have with the dealer. 
 
Always understand the two and make both of them part of your planning process when you’re 
preparing for a major purchase. 


